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All Rights Reserved. This warranty is not transferable. 3M is not responsible for warranty service
should the 3M label or logo or the rating label or serial number be removed unless otherwise stated
in writing for the purpose of private labeling for partnership requirements. The exchanged 3M
Product or part may be new or previously refurbished to the 3M standard of quality, and at 3M’s
option, the replacement may be another model of like kind and quality. This information represents
3M’s knowledge and belief, which may be based on information provided by third party suppliers to
3M. This product was designed, built and tested for use indoors, using 3M lamps and hardware.To
reduce the risk associated with lamp rupture related hazards ent of lamp rupture, call 3M
authorized service provider for repair. Ruptured lamp repair is not In ev user serviceable. Use
packing material to protect projector. What’s Next Take a few minutes to review the machine
characteristics before you setup and operate the projector. Machine Characteristics The 3M SCP716
offers the following features. Passes control commands from a computer or control system to the
projector. Press desired remote control button to send a signal to the projector. Slide cover off. 2.
Install new AAA batteries with the correct polarities. 3. Reinstall battery cover. Note Verify the
battery cover is fully latched before using the remote control. After all cable connections have been
completed, refer to Setup and Configuration, the projector can be powered up. For best results,
please observe the following start up sequence. All Rights Reserved. Input Feature Description Main
Input Select the Input source to be displayed on the projector. Picture Feature Description Adjust
cropping of image boundaries from 90th to Over Scan 100th percentile increments of 1 percent. All
Rights Reserved.http://www.osteopatia.com.br/arquivos/comcast-smc8014-manual.xml

3mtm super close projection system scp716 manual, 3mtm super close projection
system scp716 manual pdf, 3mtm super close projection system scp716 manual
download, 3mtm super close projection system scp716 manual free, 3mtm super close
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Information Feature Description Input Resolution Displays the current input Resolution H Frequency
Displays the current input HFrequency V Frequency. Operator’s Guide. Desired input source cannot
be detected. The desired input source is not selected. The cables from the input source are not
connected. All Rights Reserved. Page Count 4 CenterDigital Classroom. The future of education is
technology. Technology that connectsStudents to each other. And all to aLens Shift Button. Manual
Focus. Technology, Front and CenterThe 3M Super Close Projection System SCP716 is a DLPRaise
Your Classroom IQPoThe SCP716 works with computers, DVD players,See the lightThe pressureThe
SCP716 features a low Total Cost of Ownership. Installation is easy and fast. Typically, less than 2
hours.CoMo tio ntrFolding wall mount options provide added safetyXGA 1024 x 768 native
resolutionGreat for use with most brands interactiveThe 3M SCP716 Projector can also stand alone
as aMounting Options. Open Position. Telescoping ArmTwo 20W SpeakersClosed Position. Ball Joint
MountSystem SCP712Connectivity OptionsPo rougAu assC omSeVidEthCo omp. CoOu ugVid. Au eo
M udio ThroA assConnectivityPoPoVo ontrCo omSig Pro dio OInp ourcMe ontrFolding Wall Mount
with Speakers or with personal speakers. ProjectionProjector Accessories Included. Remote Control
with batteries. Safety Guide. Multilanguage Operator’s Guide on CD. Annotation Software Where
applicable. Screen Size SCPFWMSV2 SCP Folding Wall Mount with Speakers V2SCP Mobile Stand.
SCP Mobile Stand Tray. SCP EZ Wall Mounting Bracket for use with most walls. SCP Basic
Installation see website for details. SCP Bronze Warranty Upgrade Option Projection DistanceThis is
due to variations in the manufacture of the lens. If you are close toLimited
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Warranty.http://konditsionery-lubertsy.ru/upload_picture/comcast-training-manual.xml

The 3M SCP700 Series projector the “3M Product” is warranted to be free from defects in material
or manufacture for a period of three 3 years from the date of purchase or 4,000 hours of usage,
whicheverThe lamp component of the 3M Product is warranted to be free from defectsThis warranty
is for parts only and in theUsed under license in Canada. All other trade names referencedBuilding
A1475N01Austin, TX 787269000File Type Extension pdf. PDF Version 1.4. Linearized No. Tagged
PDF Yes. XMP Toolkit Adobe XMP Core 4.0c316 44.253921, Sun Oct 01 2006 170823. Instance ID
uuid8f3fd06c01454195ab10b073df14b8dc. Document ID
adobedocidinddad312feb13ea11dea001d0dee91f624e. Rendition Class proofpdf. Derived From
Instance ID ad312fea13ea11dea001d0dee91f624e. Derived From Document ID
adobedocidindd23062b21c1ed11dd9d738e64792c0730. Manifest Link Form ReferenceStream,
ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream,
ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream,
ReferenceStream, ReferenceStream. Manifest Placed X Resolution 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00,
300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 72.00, 72.00, 300.00, 72.00. Manifest Placed Y Resolution
300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 300.00, 72.00, 72.00, 300.00, 72.00.
Manifest Placed Resolution Unit Inches, Inches, Inches, Inches, Inches, Inches, Inches, Inches,
Inches, Inches, Inches, Inches, Inches. Manifest Reference Instance ID
uuidDE093DC21A0511DE8D3AA1EAB8FE3456, uuidDE093DC21A0511DE8D3AA1EAB8FE3456,
uuidC9ECA80EACB611DDADFBF501BC71534C, uuid306DA710A0BB11DDBFF6F0C0EB253FA0,
uuid845AD7ABACB011DDADFBF501BC71534C, uuidA5FF9F68C13911DD81AE93211E9CA498,
uuidA5FF9F68C13911DD81AE93211E9CA498, uuidA3A233C6F8C111DD8E23F27C30E663CE,
uuid4601F555F37F11DD854CF543038DB288, uuidBC37F6D8DD3711DC9BEABD473369EA5A,
uuidBC37F6D7DD3711DC9BEABD473369EA5A, uuid608B906ACFFF11DC8B5285FD1DE6915A,
uuid0B5410A7DFE011DC8679883F2BB9EA63.

Manifest Reference Document ID uuid72B90D15F33B11DD854CF543038DB288,
uuid72B90D15F33B11DD854CF543038DB288, uuid8C9D92E1A69511DD9706E636DE2A3A1B,
uuid306DA70FA0BB11DDBFF6F0C0EB253FA0, uuid7E17FA3BA69111DD9706E636DE2A3A1B,
uuidA5FF9F67C13911DD81AE93211E9CA498, uuidA5FF9F67C13911DD81AE93211E9CA498,
uuidBBC42BF4F38711DD854CF543038DB288, uuid3D787E08F37611DD854CF543038DB288,
uuid21979026C99A11DCB2ABA43B7693E91B, uuidF83D73A7CCBB11DC9C70FBC93F0EEADD,
uuidE9F6F32FC68F11DCA24D9A7F5A9A8B0E, uuidA76AE53618A611DB8ED9CBF4003C58BE.
Create Date 20090408 1431380500. Modify Date 20090408 1432090500. Metadata Date 20090408
1432090500. Creator Tool Adobe InDesign CS3 5.0.4. Thumbnail Format JPEG. Thumbnail Width
256. Thumbnail Height 256. Thumbnail Image Binary data 11714 bytes, use b option to extract.
Producer Adobe PDF Library 8.0. Trapped False. Page Count 4. Creator Adobe InDesign CS3 5.0.4.
Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up
there. Please also check your spam folder. Technology that connects teachers to students. Students
to each other. And all to a worldwide network of information. The pressure is on to deliver a better
learning environment and better technology solutions for the money. Installation is easy and fast.
Typically, less than 2 hours. And all to a worldwide network of information. Next Flexibility and
Performance to Meet Your DemandsTechnology, Front and. It is capable of projecting a 60 inch
projection screen from only 30 inches. The short throw benefit allows the projector to be mounted
very close to the screen, and it eliminates the shadow effect and light from the projector from
blinding you. It comes with annotation software that gives you interactive experience. The stylus pen
supplied with the software lets you control computer applications from the board.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/68458

Its Lens Shift Button is suitable during installation as it adjusts the lens when youre setting up the
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projector so a clear image can be projected. The 3M SCP716 Projector gives you many options to
mount with the Folding Wall Mount being the best option. This mounting option moves the projector
out of the way when it is in the closed position, and is available with two 20W speakers. Experience
the 3M difference for yourself; proven high quality and reliable performance. Vikuiti Super Close
Projection by 3M Versatility for Challenging Environments Traditional projection technology
requires projecting on to a screen from a distance.This 3M innovation enables SCP projectors to
deliver large, brilliant images from very close to the screen. Harnessing the power of light, Vikuiti
Super Close Projection delivers exceptionally large, brilliant images from very close to the screen.
The 3M SCP716 Projection System utilizes the Superior Contrast, Focus, Brightness and Uniformity
of DLP Projection. When wall mounting is the right solution, the 3M SCP716 Projection System
utilizes revolutionary spacesaving technology, turning an underutilized space into a fully functional
workspace. The adjustable arm allows image size from 59.Center of Digital Class Rooms The future
of education is technology. Technology that connects teachers to students. And all to a worldwide
network of information. The 3M Super Close Projection System SCP716 brings the digital classroom
to life with superior technology, unmatched versatility and a low Total Cost of Ownership TCO.
Technology Front and Center The 3M Super Close Projection System SCP716 is a DLP projector with
3M. Vikuiti Super Close Projection technology that can project the same size image from 40 inches
as a conventional projector does from 10 feet away. BrilliantColorTechnology uses up to six separate
colors to produce a more lifelike image.By contrast, RGD uses only the time primary colors red,
green and blue.

http://edu2me.com/images/canon-lv-7380-user-manual.pdf

The SCP716 is the only shortthrow projector with integrated lens shift, which allows the projected
image to be adjusted on the screen for better centering. This leadingedge digitalimaging technology
provides superior image contrast, focus, brightness and uniformity. Raise Your Classroom IQ The
SCP716 works with computers. See the light School districts are faced with increasing educational
requirements and decreasing budgets. The pressure is on to deliver a better learning environment
and better technology solutions for the money. Save Space with 3M Wall Mounts Ideal for
classrooms with low ceiling heights, 3M wall mount neatly manage all cables and make it easy to
adjust the image to accommodate different whiteboards Folding Wall Mount Fixed Wall Mount
Compact closed profile for added safety Distinct stereo sound with 20 watt speakers delivering
quality sound, wall mount with out speakers is also available The projector and wall mount connect
via a movable ball joint, which makes adjusting the projector smooth and simple.Easytonavigate
onscreen menus are included, along with teacherfriendly software tools that can even integrate with
Webbased education resources. Theres also a builtin 3M Image Gallery with more than 2,700 images
to enhance lessen plans. With our penlike interactive stylus, teachers can annotate, navigate and
access all kinds of educational materials on their PCs or any other connected devices. These lamps
are beneficial as they reduce the need for power plants to burn fossil fuels to generate electricity,
reduce the release of emissions including mercury, carbon dioxide and other pollutants that affect
global warming. Fluorescent lamps reduce solid waste, since they last longer. The incandescent or
halogen lamps have a short life and require frequent replacement. The lamps used in Hitachi
projectors have a long life.

http://education2me.com/images/canon-lv-s1-projector-manual.pdf

These energyefficient lighting products such as the fluorescent lamps, CFLs, and the high intensity
discharge HID lamps contain small amounts of mercury. The mercury remains inside the lamp and
doesnt hurt the environment unless the lamp is broken. This mainly happens at the end of its life.
The lamp is mostly broken when it is thrown in a garbage truck or a dumpster; thereby releasing
mercury. These lamps are not a major source of mercury pollution, but the improper disposal of
large numbers of them adds mercury to the environment. Mercury is also released into the
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environment by burning hazardous wastes or incineration of disposed materials. 40% of manmade
mercury emissions is from fossilfuel burning power plants. To prevent the release of mercury from
the lamps, it is better to recycle them and not dispose them in the solid waste. Recycling lamps helps
to capture the mercury, and it can be reused. The US Environmental Protection Agency has special
regulations for the mercurycontaining lamps. This eliminates excessive paperwork, alleviates
transport issues, and helps keep disposal costs low. It also eases the path for lamp recycling.
Mercury collection is a robust and growing business. It was developed to collect and recycle end of
life mercury lamps from commercial buildings. Retail consumers are also having their options
expanded rapidly. Most local governments collect endoflife lamps and some retailers like Ikea and
Home Depot also collect the lamps. Its technological manufacturing platform includes Adhesives,
Abrasives, Light Management, Microreplication, Nonwoven Materials, Nanotechnology, and Surface
Modification. 3Ms Consumer and Office product line up include projectors. Projectors make learning
fun as students of all abilities are able to learn in a safe, fun, and engaging environment. The
projectors help bring learning to life. They can be combined with educational software products to
develop childrens essential handeye coordination and IT skills.

The best selling projectors include the SCP712 Super Close Multimedia LCD Digital Projector,
SCP716 Super Close Multimedia Projector, and the SCP716W Multimedia Projector. With a
commitment towards excellence and continuous improvement to products, 3M has earned the
position of a global leader in the market. With aggressive planning and goal setting, 3M should
continue to be a leader in global sales with its excellent line of products. Digital and multimedia
projectors project a video signal on a projection screen. They use a bright lens system for projecting
the image. These projectors are used in meeting rooms, conference rooms, classrooms, auditoriums
and where ever the need arises. 3M, Boxlight, Elmo and Hitachi specialize in digital and multimedia
projectors are. Popular projectors are 3Ms X45, SCP712, SCP716 and X95i, Boxlights Seattle X22N,
TraveLight3 Ultra and ProjectoWrite2, Elmos IP40SE and IP750E, and Hitachis CPX5, CPX2011N,
CPX4 and CPDW10N. Well update your product price as you make your selections. Ordered via
phone to insure I was ordering properly. Representative handled order perfectly. Shipment arrived
very promptly, even before I had cleared a space in my office to put it. Prices are subject to change
based on your order and delivery locations and the applicable retail storePlease wait. added to cart
Continue shopping 5 or. Weighing in at 7.6 pounds 3 kg, the projector is a great travel mate and
ideal for the mobile user. With 2,400 ANSI lumens of brightness, whether on the college campus or
the meeting room, the projector delivers crisp HD performance. It improves perceived sharpness,
brightness and contrast, and projects lifelike images with remarkable depth. Combining strong specs
and features like a 1,8001 contrast ratio and LCD Display Technology, the SCP716 will automatically
compensate for changing ambient light conditions.

www.next-conseil.fr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626be7ab5008e---
compustar-op500-manual.pdf

The DLP projector features a 3M Vikuiti Super Close Projection technology that can project the same
size image from 40 inches as a conventional projector does from 10 feet away. The SCP716 has an
approximate lamp life of 5,000 hours and wide connectivity options, making it easy to use various
multimedia components to fit your presentation needs. The native 43 aspect ratio projector delivers
media in clear XGA, 1024 x 768 resolution and is easily switched to 169 format when needed. With
two optional 20W speakers, several mounting options, and the optional Annotation Sensor which
turns a standard whiteboard into an interactive surface the SCP716 is a powerful and convenient
teaching tool. Besides its many performance attributes, the 3M SCP716 Super Close Projection
Systems is bottomline friendly. Multisource Use The SCP716 works with computers, DVD players,
camcorders, document cameras, tablets and most brands of interactive whiteboards to transform
information and lesson plans into engaging opportunities for education enrichment. Long Lamp Life

http://dag.ru/www.next-conseil.fr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626be7ab5008e---compustar-op500-manual.pdf
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The SCP716s 5,000 hour lamp and low maintenance yield a low total cost of ownership. Fast
Installation Installation is easy, fast and typically accomplished in less than 2 hours. DLP Technology
Instead of having glass panels LCD through which light is passed, the DLP chips surface is made up
of thousands of tiny mirrors each representing a single pixel. Annotation Sensor The optional 3M
Annotation Sensor turns a standard whiteboard into an interactive tool. Optional Wall Mount
Optional 3M folding wall mount with included 20W speakers. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY
VIEWED ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative
errors. We delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Digital Classroom Next Flexibility and
Performance to Meet Your DemandsTechnology, Front.

Page 3 Connectivity Options delivers large images close to the screen and virtually. Using the online
preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page where you will find the solution to
your problem with 3M Super Close Projection System SCP716. To start viewing the user manual 3M
Super Close Projection System SCP716 on full screen, use the button Fullscreen. However, if you do
not want to take up too much of your disk space, you can always download it in the future from
ManualsBase. The option to print the manual has also been provided, and you can use it by clicking
the link above Print the manual. You do not have to print the entire manual 3M Super Close
Projection System SCP716 but the selected pages only. paper. If you want to quickly view the
content of pages found on the following pages of the manual, you can use them. Imagine that this
responsive datasheet is included in the product page of your webshop. How to integrate Icecat LIVE
JavaScript. A manufacturer can have multiple brand names. Some manufacturers license their brand
names to other producers. Product name is a key part of the Icecat product title on a product
datasheet. Multiple product codes can be mapped to one mother product datasheet if the
specifications are identical. We map away wrong codes or sometimes logistic variants. With a device
like this, giving professional, clear presentations is easy. Or make your own home cinema! But the
datasheet is not yet standardized by an Icecat editor.The pressure is on to deliver a better learning
environment and better technology solutions for the money. The SCP716 features a low Total Cost of
Ownership. Installation is easy and fast.Light source type Lamp, Service life of light source 5000 h,
Lamp power 200 W. Focus Manual. Noise level 34.6 dB. Market positioning Ultra short throw Please
contact your account manager at Icecat. If possible, the net weight is given including standard
accessories and supplies.

For example, 43 is common for standard displays and 169 is the ratio for Widescreen TV. Click
below and use Uk to find all ratings, product awards and conclusions. Cliquez sur l’onglet cidessous
et utilisez Testseek pour voir toutes les notes, les prix de produits et les conclusions. Klicken Sie
unten und nutzen Sie Testseek um alle Beurteilungen, Produktauszeichnungen und
Schlussfolgerungen sehen zu konnen. Fate clic qui sotto e usate Testseek per visualizzare tutte le
valutazioni, i premi ricevuti dal prodotto e le conclusioni. Haga click abajo y use Testseek para poder
ver todas las calificaciones, galardones y conclusiones del producto. Klik nedenfor og brug Dk til at
finde alle bedommelser, produktpriser og konklusioner. Klicka nedanfor och anvand Se for att se alla
utmarkelser och kommentarer. Most people know what they want a projector to be bright, easy to
use, safe. Un. Icecat can be of assistance in securing the necessary permissions or implementing a
brands Digital Rights Management policies. Login to view all product specs or request a Full Icecat
subscription to download product specs. Icecat can be of assistance in securing the necessary
permissions or implementing a brands Digital Rights Management policies. Login to view all product
specs or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specs. Open Icecat is the most
powerful network as it is used by92329channel partners already Icecat can be of assistance in
securing the necessary permissions or implementing a brands Digital Rights Management policies.
Login to view all product specs or request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specs.
Open Icecat is the most powerful network as it is used by 92329 channel partners already If you



continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.

All other accessories of the 3M Product those in the applicable modular configurations, excluding
the projector lamps, but including the ceiling mounts, digital annotation sensors, and all other 3M
branded accessories are warranted to be free from defects in material or manufacture for a period of
one 1 year from the date of purchase. This warranty is for parts only and in the case of an approved
warranty claim for a lamp, your exclusive remedy will be for a replacement product shipped to your
location.Used under license in Canada. All other trade names referenced are the service marks,
trademarks, or registered trademarks of their respective companies. ENGLISH Projector Distance fr
om Screen and Image Size Refer to the chart belo w for the projectortoscreen distance and
corresponding projected image size v alues. This adjustment is typically used with wall mount
applications as a neadjustment to the v ertical position of the projected image. T urn the adjustment
screw to v ertically raise or lo wer the physical position of the lens. Refer to the chart abov e for the
offset v alues.Were committed to dealing with such abuse according to the laws in your country of
residence. When you submit a report, well investigate it and take the appropriate action. Well get
back to you only if we require additional details or have more information to share. Note that email
addresses and full names are not considered private information. Please mention this; Therefore,
avoid filling in personal details. The manual is 1,1 mb in size. If you have not received an email, then
probably have entered the wrong email address or your mailbox is too full. In addition, it may be that
your ISP may have a maximum size for emails to receive. Check your email Please enter your email
address. Please try again.MI Technologies, Inc.ShoppersAdda is the sole distributor of Lutema
projector lamps in India.

Please be aware that the warranty is not appplicable if bought from other seller than
ShoppersAdda.Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post
anyway.Economy Solution bulbs are manufactured in North America and provide the similar
durability, quality and illustrative experience as your original one. Part Numbers Super Close
Projection System SCP716Amazon calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned
model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a
rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. ENGLISH D W ARNING T o reduce the risk associated with hazardous voltage Do
not operate this projector in wet en vironments or outdoors.There are no user serviceable s parts
inside the projector. Contact a 3M authorized service provider for service.Do not allo w water or
other liquids to enter the projector. Contact a 3M authorized service provider if the projector
becomes damaged.T o reduce the risk associated with choking K eep the battery and battery cov er
away from children and pets.Ruptured lamp repair is not user serviceable. W ash your hands
thoroughly if contact with ruptured lamp debris has taken place.The lamp operates at high
temperature. T o reduce the risk associated with hazardous voltage, impact, tripping, or intense
visible light Do not use this projector around unsupervised children.Replace the lamp module when
the lamp replacement message appears.U kunt hieronder aangeven waarom deze vraag ongepast is.
Wij controleren de vraag en zonodig wordt deze verwijderd. Emailadressen en volledige namen
worden niet als privegegevens beschouwd. Wij vragen u dus ook te reageren op een antwoord. Laat
uw emailadres achter op deze site, zodat u op de hoogte blijft. U krijgt dan ook andere vragen en
antwoorden te zien. De handleiding is 1,1 mb groot.

Als u geen email heeft ontvangen, dan heeft u waarschijnlijk een verkeerd emailadres ingevuld of is
uw mailbox te vol. Daarnaast kan het zijn dat uw internetprovider een maximum heeft aan de
grootte per email. Omdat hier een handleiding wordt meegestuurd, kan het voorkomen dat de email
groter is dan toegestaan bij uw provider. Controleer uw email Vul dan hier uw emailadres in. The
lamp component of the 3M Product is warranted to be free from defects in material and manufacture
for a period of for a period of ninety 90 days after the date of purchase of the 3M Product or 180



hours of lamp usage, whichever occurs rst. This warranty is for parts only and in the case of an
approved warranty claim for a lamp, your exclusive remedy will be for a replacement product
shipped to your location. Used under license in Canada. All other trade names referenced are the
service marks, trademarks, or registered trademarks of their respective companies Mobile
Interactive Solutions Division Building A1475N01 6801 River Place Blvd Austin, TX 787269000 USA
Please recycle. When used on a bright mode setting, this 3M multimedia projector uses 2,400
lumens to project images with uniform clarity and enhanced brightness. The normal mode setting
allows users to use this DLP projector in dimly lit situations by reducing the image brightness to
2,000 lumens. The 3M SCP716 can project images in a variety of different sizes. Users can use the
digital zoom feature on this 3M multimedia projector to change the image size from a minimum 50
inches to the maximum setting of 85 inches. When used as a wallmounted unit, this DLP projector
uses a vertical lens shift technology to help users adjust the distance between the device and the
screen. The 3M SCP716 is a highquality, highperformance projector that is perfect for home theater
systems and large classroom settings. They require periodical cleaning that gets a bit in depth
because you have to dismantle to clean thoroughly. Please try again later.

We also designed a mounting system that’s as flexible as it is straightforward, enabling installers to
transform nearly any classroom from “chalk talk” to an immersive. Please use the box above to
search for any other information.Operators Guide. Menu Navigation. Main Menu.22 Input Menu.23
Picture Menu.24 Advanced Picture Menu.25 Audio Menu.26 Setup Menu.27 Advanced Setup
Menu.28 Information Menu.29Lamp Replacement.31Replacement Parts and Accessories.
Replacement Parts.34 Optional Accessories not shown.34An obstruction is not selected. Picture is
disconnected. The remote control does not work.The lamp has reached maximum life or has
prematurely failed. Correctly insert batteries. Operators GuideCommon Problems and Solutions
ENGLISH. Symptom No power. When Pto Engaged Belts Smoke. Loosen the nut that holds the blade
engagement rod in place. Yo.
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